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Welcome to Ruffwear Visual Merchandising 
Best Practices! This Look Book is here to equip 
and inspire you to merchandise Ruffwear 
displays in your retail space. 

Here are Ruffwear’s top merchandising 
philosophies: 

● Ruffwear retail presentation is 
strongest when merchandised as a 
brand rather than separated out by 
category.

● When kept as a brand, you can add 
Ruffwear headers and other point of 
purchase materials that inspire and 
educate customers. 

● Our  design philosophy encourages 
simplicity while amplifying through 
outdoor-inspired elements: wood, 
metal, sticks, pinecones, rocks, 
maps, etc. 

WELCOME



● Group like-products together: 
collars with collars, bowls with 
bowls 

● Merchandise light to dark, left to 
right, top to bottom

● Merchandise items small to large, 
top to bottom 

● Add inspirational header graphics 
or other point of purchase (POP) 
pieces to pull a display together 

● Gear up and display our stuffed Otis 
or metal Ollie when space is 
available 

See full list of visual merchandising offerings in seasonal
 Visual Merchandising Booklet 

TIPS

Merchandising



Feature year-round product 
categories together. Seasonal stories 
or color stories work well on a 
highlighted space such as an 
end-cap or display table. 

Here is an example of  
merchandising the Front Range® 
Harness, Leash, and Collar as a 
category on the left, and how you 
could break out items from that 
category and show them in a color 
story on the right.

Category Color Story

Merchandising
Tips Cont.



A Core Assortment would be a mix of our 
best sellers and other specialty items we are 
known for.

For example: 

● The Front Range® Harness, Front 
Range™ Leash, Front Range™ 
Collar, and Float Coat™ Life Jacket 
are some best sellers.

● The Flagline™ Harness, The 
Beacon™ Safety Light, and the 
Highlands™ Sleeping Bag and Pad 
are some specialty items we’re 
known for.

The following assortments are examples of 
different in-store sets that represent a core 
selection of merchandise and POP.

Merchandising
2 ft Wall 4 ft WallCORE

ASSORTMENTS
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More examples of different in-store 
sets that represent a core selection of 
merchandise and POP on our 
Multi-Category Display (MCD)

Multi-Category
Display



Graphics are available to order to 
bring your in-store story to life and 
educate your customers. Below are the 
educational pieces that can assist your 
customers to pick the correct style and 
size: 

● Size Charts
● Product Cards 
● Measuring Tape
● Paw Pad Sheets 

Please see Catalog for full list of visual 
offerings.

Merchandising

GRAPHIC
SUPPORT
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Display Ruffwear apparel horizontally, in the orientation a dog would wear it. 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK: 
● Display one small of each color of each style and cleanly fold the rest 

behind it, or store in drawers below 
● Display an Otis Dog Mannequin with apparel on for an in-store 

display 

General: 
● Sizes Medium, Large, Extra Large are folded in half when clipped into 

the hanger
● Merchandise apparel from lighter materials to heavy weight

○ Light Weight: Climate Changer™, Climate Changer™ 
Pullover, Fernie™, Wind Sprinter™

○ Mid Weight: Stumptown™, Overcoat™, Overcoat Fuse™, 
○ Heavy Weight: Vert™, Quinzee™, Cloud Chaser™, Powder 

Hound™ 
○ Cooling Gear: Swamp Cooler™, Jet Stream™ 

● Merchandise light to dark, biggest to smallest 
● Front table displays are great places to highlight apparel 
● Use Product Cards and Size Charts + Measuring Tape to help 

customers find the style that works best for their dog’s needs

Merchandising

APPAREL
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Bed displays are best when kept simple. Stack one of each on a platform 
and remove the Clear Lake Blanket™ and Highlands™ Sleeping Bag from 
their stuff sacks if offered in your selection.

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:

Stack at least one of each Ruffwear bed on display so customer can see, 
touch, and feel choices.

General:

Mount Bachelor Pad™ can be placed in baskets or bins and still have a 
strong presence

The Highlands™ Sleeping Bag and Highlands™ Pad makes a fun camp 
display if you have room in your store

Merchandising

BEDS
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Ruffwear boots are offered in pairs so customers can see the 
the boot and their sole. It encourages customers to measure 
both front and back paws because in many dogs, the front 
paws are larger than the back .

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
Highlight boot style with boot display or product card. Place 
a paw measuring pad in the boot area.  

General: 
● If you carry multiple styles, the suggested order 

from left to the right is: 
○ Summit Trex™, Grip Trex™, Polar Trex™

● Merchandise light to dark
● If space allows, use different peg face-outs for the 

different boot sizes  
● Place Ruffwear Paw Measurement Pads next to boot 

display for customers to measure their dogs paws
● Merchandise Bark’n Boot Liners™ nearby for 

cross merchandising

Merchandising

BOOTS
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The Bivy, Quencher, and Quencher Cinch can be hung on a peg. The 
Basecamp Bowl must be placed on a shelf or horizontal surface. Plan 
space accordingly! 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK: 
Trail Runner Tray Display is a great way to give the small product more 
space/attention at retail and can be placed on purchase counter or on 
shelf

General:
● Have fun with the Quencher™ & Quencher Cinch™ - they are 

great products to show in a variety of different ways on a peg, 
shelf, or window display. 

● If you want to feature the Trail Runner™ Bowl and do not have a 
tray display, pull one out of the pocket it comes stuffed in to show 
the versatility of how small it gets. 

● Pull the front Bivy™ bowl out on the peg so people can easily tell 
it is a bowl

● Basecamp™ Mat looks clean when hung vertically or placed on 
on a shelf

Merchandising

BOWLS + MATS
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Many customers are most familiar with Ruffwear from our selection 
of harnesses. The Front Range Harness is our top performing item in 
our line. Giving this item more space can help ensure it is easily 
shop-able for the variety of sizes and colors. 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
Harness Wall - all colors have their own dedicated face out. Feature a 
size chart, measuring tape, and product cards to assist customers 
with picking the correct harness and size. 

General:
● Harness styles should be kept together. If you carry a 

variety of our styles, here is the suggested merchandised 
order:

○ Hi & Light™, Front Range®, Flagline™, Web 
Master™, Specialty 

● Product Cards are great to use because our different 
harnesses are meant for different purposes 

● Keep a Size Chart and Measuring Tape near display so 
guests can measure their dogs girth and purchase correct 
size

● Dress the Otis and Ollie mannequins in the harnesses for 
customers to visualize fit on their dog 

Merchandising

HARNESSES

Merchandising
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Ruffwear offers human gear that will enhance the adventure for both 
humans and dogs. Having these items out and in action brings these 
products to life! 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
When the products are in action and cross merchandised with other 
Ruffwear gear to complete the story.

General:
● Anything waist worn works well to be displayed on a torso 

mannequin 
● Place the Dirtbag™ Seat Cover on a car seat
● Stuff a display Haul Bag™ with everything a dog would need 

for a trip
● Many of these items are bigger / bulkier, so merchandise 

towards the bottom of displays to not cover up smaller items

Merchandising

HUMAN GEAR
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Leashes and collars can get messy fast! Keep a consistent way of merchandising them to keep 
the customer from feeling overwhelmed. 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
The Ruffwear Leash & Collar Display creates a clean and easily shop-able experience and takes 
up less space in-store. 

The display is ordered in 2’ increments, so there is flexibility to fit different quantities of 
merchandise if you order 2’, 4’, or 6’ 

General:
● From left to right, here is the suggested merchandising order: 

○ Collars: Knot-a-Collar™, Front Range™, Hoopie™, Crag™, Top Rope™, Web 
Reaction™, Chain Reaction™, Double Track™ Coupler 

○ Leashes: Knot-a-Long™, Knot-a-Leash™, Just-a-Cinch™, Front Range™, Flat 
Out™, Crag™, Roamer™, Patroller™, Quick Draw™

● Within the styles, merchandise light to dark
● If you have to double up on a peg, match a pattern with the main color and always 

put black / gray in the back
● Cross merchandise with families and colors when space allows — example of Front 

Range Harness®, Front Range™ Leash, and Front Range™ Collar by color (example 
on following page) 

Merchandising

LEASHES + COLLARS
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Ruffwear Float Coat™ Life Jackets are a great summertime item to 
display in a front window on an Otis with river rock and our 
floating toys – Gnawt-a-Stick™, Hydro Plane™, Lunker™. The colors 
are bright and eye catching! 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
Merchandised with Ruffwear floating toys and graphic header 
when available.  

General:
● Hang on peg by back handle
● Fit on Otis Mannequin and make a display with river rocks  
● Keep a Size Chart and Measuring Tape nearby so 

customers can measure their dogs to purchase correct size 
● The bottom of our MCD comes with cross arms with 

different sections – the Float Coat looks and hangs great 
on there. 

Merchandising

LIFE JACKETS
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Ruffwear backpacks have unique purposes and are one of our bulkier, more 
expensive items. Give the product space, try to show differentiation, and 
don’t squish too many in small space. 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
Clean line of backpacks, giving each enough space to show all their features.

General:
● Hang on the peg by back handle facing the same directionIf you 

carry multiple styles, the suggested flow is: 
○ Singletrak™, Approach™, Palisades™

● Put a pack on Otis mannequin and fill his pockets with gear he would 
take on a backpacking trip. 

● Always merchandise smaller items above packs, otherwise the Packs 
will cover them up 

● Use Product Cards and Size Charts + Measuring Tape to help 
customers customer make the correct style and size purchasing 
decision

● Don’t try to squish too many on one peg or they look too bulky 
● The bottom of the MCD has a cross arm with individual hooks - Packs 

fit great on this section

PACKS

Merchandising
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The Beacon™ and Track Jacket™ stand apart from the rest in the 
September - November time frame. Move them to the front of store 
displays so customers can’t miss them. 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOK:
Display The Beacon on the front counter or shelf in the Beacon tray 
display

General:
● Most of our Apparel, Harnesses and Packs have a Beacon 

light loop that you could cross merchandise a display 
Beacon on

● Track Jacket stands out on Otis mannequin in the fall 
months 

● Beacon Tray Display is perfect for the point of purchase 
counter, highlighting The Beacon as an add on item

● Product Card for The Beacon helps call out its key features: 
three colors and modes, and waterproof 

SAFETY

Merchandising
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Ruffwear toys are playful and colorful – display them in a 
way that evokes fun for all! 

RUFFWEAR FAVORITE LOOKS:
A wall of Ruffwear full of toys to show off color.

General:
● Supporting Toy Header graphics are a fun way to 

pull together the display when available 
● Great in impulse section near cash registers or 

aisles 
● Toys merchandise well in baskets, bins, and 

window displays

Merchandising

TOYS
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Most importantly, have 
fun getting your paws on 
Ruffwear product and 
showing your customers 
great gear!


